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A Delta plane lands as a U.S. Airways plane waits to take off at San Francisco airport, California.

U.S.-based Delta Air Lines has said it is ready to redirect flights between the U.S. and Asia if
Russia closes access to its airspace in response to Western sanctions against Moscow, while
other carriers are also looking into re-routing flights.

"Delta is prepared to quickly make alternate routings around closed airspace if necessary,"
Delta spokesman Morgan Durrant said Thursday, Bloomberg reported.

A possible Russian ban on European and American flights transiting over Siberia would affect
12 of Delta's services, the company said, according to BBC. All in all the ban may affect
hundreds of flights each week, Bloomberg reported.

Delta CEO Richard Anderson said in an interview with CNBC earlier this week that while
rerouting flights means that "you'll burn a little more gas," the higher fuel costs are
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sometimes "offset by overflight fees" that Russia charges for flights over its airspace.

United Airlines — which, along with Delta, ranks among the world's top three in terms
of traffic — is "concerned that this ban will affect our ability to fly certain routes as currently
planned," spokeswoman Christen David told Bloomberg.

"We are evaluating options for each route that may be affected," she said.

Major U.S.-based package delivery service United Parcel Service, or UPS, also has plans
to reroute its jets, spokesman Andy McGowan said, Bloomberg reported.

Global courier service FedEx, which runs the world's largest cargo airline, said it was
monitoring the situation but that flights were proceeding as usual, the report said.

A spokeswoman for U.S. airline lobby Airlines for America told Bloomberg that "it would be
unfortunate if Russia made a decision that would have the unintended consequence
of impacting people and economies around the world, including its own."

"Aviation is a global industry with airlines around the world using overflights every day in the
course of transporting people and goods," she said.
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Russia Restricts Airspace for Ukrainian Airlines

Sanctions Would Ground Russia's Major Airlines
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